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FOREWARD

The Institute of Public Affa~;; at Dalhousie University has, as one
of its main objectiv~, research in the governmental and economic problems
of the Maritime region. It has in the years before the war sponsored a
number of sturlies on the economic welfare of the Maritimes. At an early
stage of the present conflict the Institute conceived the need for a thorough
and comprehensIVe enquiry into the change.> which the war would have on
the economic and .rocial structure of the l;E"gion. Profe&SOf Keir5tead, then
of the UI:iversitv of New Brunswick, and a number of other scholars were
entrusted with the t.uk. As a result of their efforts there will be brought
out in the near future a report of several hundred pages which contains a
wealth of hitherto unpublished dat.1 and of se;:lfching analysid and is
accompanied by numerous statistic.1i t.lbles. The report, it is hoped,
will furnidh important information on which post war policies c.ln be
based.

For those who are interested In the subject of the inquiry but might
not find the time to 5tudy the full report, this bulletin has been wntten
by Professor and Mrs. Keirstead. It summarizes the main findings of the
report and may help to clarify thlnkin~ on the future of the Mantimes.

L. RICHTl!R

lnstlture of Public Affairs
O"lhousH: University

March 1944
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PREFA TORY NOTE

In 1940 the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs initiated
an inquiry into the war-time changes of the Maritime economy. and I
was asked to conduct the research. This year we bring the study to a
dose, because. though we recognize that there may yet be important
events of warmaking and peacemaking that will impinge on the Maritimes,
if it i3 to serve to help people to make up their minds about future policy,
it is time our findings were made public. Though we mention policy we
do not mean that this BULLI!TIN is an attempt to advocate any specific
policies of an economic or social sort. It is an effort to prescnt the facts
as we have seen them in the course of our inquiry. It is based on-and
is in part a resume of-a much longer volume on the same subject. Since
the longer volume might be regarded as of limited appeal and interest
to the genual reader we have tried to put the gist of it into compressed
form. The results may be a bit patchy and dull. If 50, we can only plead
the difficulty of the task.

We have not attempted to indicate herein the sources of and auth
orities for our data. These. the interested reader will find fully set out
in the documentation of the main study.

Though I am personally responsible for the conduct of the main
study and hence for the basic material of which this BULurrlN is a digest,
the writing of the pre.;ent publication has been largely done by my wife,
and hence it appears under our joint name.;.

Montreal, 1943 B. s. KEIRJTEAD



The Impact of the War on the

Maritime Economy
THI! \VAR STIMULUS

In 1942 Prime Minister MacKenzie King declared that ~ince the
beginning of the war Canada had undergone an industrial revolution.
and the truth of his statement i" growing ever morc apparent to the people
of Canada. The impact of this revolution, like: that of an earthquake, was
greatest in the centre, but it has stirred--and changed the economic and
social life of the country from coost to coast. In the Maritimes the shock
has been tempered by distance from the centre and other regional peculiar
ities, but its effects have been of the same general nature.

Since lQ39 Canadian national income has increased by an estimated
$2,537,051 ,0Cl0, an increase ofabout 59%. This increase has been generated
by the spending of government and industry on war supplies and new
capital on an ever-increasing scale. From the first slo:-.v-moving proceS<i
of production on the principle of comparative advantage-when it was
thought, before the fall of France, that Canada's main contribution to the
Allie.:; would be certain raw materials, foodstuffs, and 30me few manu
factured goods for which the country was specially well equipped
through the de.;perate period of ad hoc production after France fell, and
the British Commonwealth stood alone. when Canada began to produce
goods previously thought impracticable in quantities previously deemed
impossible, to the latter stage of the war when Russia and the U. S. A.
became involved and ic became possible once again to organize Canada\,
war production on a long-range. comprehe03ive basis-throughout these
changing phases of the war, Canada's production has proceeded at an ever
accelerating rate, with a corresponding increase in the national income.
The present tremendous industrial production of goods, from machine
guns, trucks. ammunition, explosives to tanks, aeroplanes and ships, and
the greatly increased production of hogs, butter and other staples, has
come in large part from the employment of resources previously unem
ployed, or underemployed, 00 that much of the increase in income is being
spent by people who before the war were below the margin of decent
.;ubsistence. Their consumption has expanded and rightly so, but had the
consumption of other income groups remained the same or increased, the
scarcity of goods and the competitive bidding of consumers would have
driven up prices, and a violent inflation would have occurred, with iw
attendant inequitable and disastrous results. To prevent chis the Govern
ment instituted a rigorous system of fiscal and monet:.1fy control. By
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means of .;harp increases in taxation, public borrowing on a large scale
supported by considerable social pressure, and direct restriction of supply
by means of rationing, it has succeeded to a very remarkable degree in
keeping prices down and keeping them steady. The effect has been to

redistribute the social income in favour of the lower income groups.

Similarly on the production side, the government has exerted increas
ing pressure on the disposition and employment of capital and raw and
processed materials and the labour supply. By mean.> of priority contro1.o
licensing of new indu::.tries, subcontracting by the government on a~
"educative" basis, such stimulus has been given to war and allied industries
that very great and significant shifts in the balance of production have
taken place, such as the shift, for example, in the relation of manufacturing
as compared with the extractive industries, the fonner now representing
a much greater proportion of total industry than before the war. Through
National Selective Service, direct appeal, social pressure, the labour supply
is directed into similar channels. Further, within the categories of manu
facturing and extractive industries respectively, there have been important
changes. In certain of the heavy industries there have been extraordinary
advances, such as shipbuilding, and metal refining; also in some of the most
intricate manufacturing processes such as the production of machine
tools and parts, motors, ;md in the chemical and engineering industries.
Mining, other than coal mining, has advanced more than agriculture, and
in agriculture itself the emphasis has shifted from grain staples to hog.;
and dairy products. Thu.>, under the external stimulus of war demand
and the internal stimulus of government, a two-fold change has taken
place in Canadian economic structure: a vast expansion of industrial
capacity and of national income has been accompanied by an equally
momentous shift in the balance of production and the distribution of
income. The industrial worker, unemployed in the pre·war year.:>, has gained
the most; the agricultural classes have improved their standard of living,
though many, notably th'f western grain growers have suffered a reduction
in their relative if not in their absolute position; the more skilled workers
have gained, though the differential between them and the unemployed
has been reduced; white collar workers and many :>alaried profes.iional
men .:>uch as teachers and civil servants have lost ground both relatively
and absolutely. and some diminution has been felt by income groups of
$5,000 and over.

The same stimuli and similar effects have been felt in the Maritimes,
but modified and changed by distance from the industrial centre and other
characteristics peculiar to the Maritime region. These characteristics
we lr:ay now brieflv nott'..
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REGION ....L CH....R....CTERISTICS

The Maritimes have their own peculiar geograpbical characteri"tics,
and their economic and industrial type of development has grown up
largely on the basis of those geographical characteristics. Their inheritance
is a soil and climate favorable to forestation and certain kinds of agricut~

ture; they are environed by the sea. They lie as it were, as the back
door of the Dominion, but are themselves the gateway opening to th~

Atlantic sea-laneJ, to Britain. to Europe and the theatre" of war.

Prince Edward hland is a truly agricultural province, and her whole
economy depends on the cultivation and export of potatoe.; to the U. S. A.,
other provinces of Canada and to Britain, :rod of seed potatoe,; to South
America. For this she is peculiarly fitted by the pos.>ession of a slightly
add, soft clayey soil, based on an area of carboniferous sediment.

New Brun..wick is primarily a fore"t province, her climate and soil
being again peculiarly favorable to the natural growth and natural refor~

estation of mixed hardwood and softwood tree.., and on this her industry
is and always has been based. The original export staple was white pine
which was unfortunately exploited and almost cut out. Then timber
and boards became her chief export. Secondary processing industries
grew up, .first in the form of SJW mills, later in the wooden ship building
industry, the wood-working, and 6nally the pulp and paper industry.
On this basic resource depend.. the commercial, agricultural and industrial
economy of the province. Even the small farmer, growing enough merely
to feed himself and his family, depends as a general rule on hi~ woodlot
for cash income. Generally speaking, the agricultural population of the
province is poor and backward, with the notable exceptions of the Saint
Jobn river valley market gardening, the Sussex dairy fanning area, and
the potato belt of Carleton and Victoria Counties. The mass production
methods of the industrial revolution. have hardly touched the New
Brunswick farmer, nor has he tried or been much encouraged to make
use of the latest discoveries in agricultural ..dence.

The only large industrial development of the province is pulp and
paper, there being two establishments which compare with the large
concerns of Onurio and Quebec. Large scale and complex as are the
later proces:.es in thi" industry, the basic process, the cut itself, does not
lend itself to mas.> production methods; it remains essentially an operation
dependent on .the ..trength and skill of individual men. Only God can
make a tree, and only man can cut it down, a~isted by a few rudimentary
tool" 3uch 36 aXed Imd saWJ. •

The chief resource of Nova Scotia is not so much the land over which
it extends, but the sea which almost encircle.! it. All the provinces of
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this corner of Canada are maritime, as their name implie~. but Nova Scotia
. is sea-faring to the core. Its commerce, its indu3try, its agriculture, iu

history have been moulded by the 3eas as 3urely as its coa~tline. One of
the chief indu~tries i~ 6~hing, and it has been highly resiatant to large (Qle
highly centralized methods, whether cooperative or monopoli.,tic. The
size of the catch still depend." for the most part, on the strength, skill
and luck of individual 6shermen. Apple growing, notably in the famous
Annapolis Valley is the only hrge scale agricultural industry; for the re3t
agrir.ulture is mainly of the type noticed in New Brunswick of the amall
owner-cultivator with woodlot attached. Manufacturing, however, is on
a different footing owing to one great natural asset which has made Nova
Scotia different from the other Maritime provinces; namely, the coal6elds
of Cape Breton, happily situated within a short waterhaul of the Wabana
iron are deposits, and with ready acces.; to the St. Lawrence water route
to central Canada. Out of this combination has developed the production
of steam coal on a large scale and a great heavy .;teel industry. This
industry fed the railways of Canada when they were being built, and
provided coal for the ships leaving Maritime ports. During the Great
War of 1914-18 it met the need for steam coal for warships and merchant
men making up convoys in Halifax, and for heavy steel used in shipbuilding
and armaments. In the po.;t-war year" both induatries were dealt a heavy
blow by the development of the internal combustion engine, and of oil
and oil-derivative fuels. They suffered in consequence a decline in demand
for their products, and felt the general depression keenly. Nevertheless,
though losing ground to their Ontario competitors, they continued to
develop, and with the outbreak of the pre.;ent war resumed their historic
role as prime providers of the "mews of war. This major industry has led
to a greater variety of miscellaneous manufacturing on a smaller scale in
this province than in the sister provinces.

The iron and steel and the pulp and paper industries constitute the
only big proceasing industries in which the Maritimes have special advant·
ages, and large as they are, these industries represent only a fraction of
the total Maritime industry. The balance of it is extractive industry and
manufacturing on a small scale in which the provinces have no special
advantages. For these provinces never de,'eloped a den.;e population;
settlers in really large numbers were attracted to the richer agricultural
land of central Canada and the prairies. From the big markets thua est."b
Hshed, Maritime industry was separated by a long rail haul and consequent
high transportation costs. It catered therefore mainly to the local Maritime
market, and its processing industries were thereby restricted both in
variety and scale. Restricted they still remain, and one of their more
difficult problems is to find the capital which would enable them to operate
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by the most efficient large scale methods. As a result, instead of the con
centrations of large scale industry found in the central provinces of Canada,
with their reserves of skilled labour and managerial experience, one finds
in the Maritime Provinces fishing, lumbering and agriculture as already
indicated, and a few small scale industries like biscuits and confectionery
-based originally on the West Indian sugar trade----<:otton and woollen
yam and cloth, owing its development to the humid atmosphere which
is peculiarly helpful to the easy manipulation of the threads (another gift
of the sea) and boot'! and shoes (one of the earlier small pr0ces.3ing industries
catering to the local market which has survived, owing no doubt to the
fact that it is profitable on ·a comparatively small scale). And there is
further a population that, having owed its livelihood for centuries to
its individual skills, and lived for the most part in small communitie;; with
a minimum of external or internal organi~tion and authority, has developed
a character which is highly individualistic, unusually inimical to regi
mentation, attached with a remarkable thoroughness to its native soil,
and imbued with the conservativism that goes with geographical and
spiritual isolation,

It is one of the curiosities of the Canadian scene that these people
in this economic setting has its habitation on what is in effect the Maginot
line of the Dominion. For the Maritime Provinces, together with New
foundland, constitute a natural bridgehead for any invader of the North
American continent. They have a three-fold strength. They command
the approach to central Canada through the St. Lawrence. They flank
the sea approaches to the great industrial seaboard of the United States.
They possess in St. John and Halifax, the only ice free ports in the
Dominion, and the latter's magnificent harbour furnishes the perfect site
for the embarkation and reception of ve$5els of any and every size, of
pleasure, commerce or of war. It is for this reaJOn that historically, Nova
Scotia and its si~ter provinces were the site of struggle between the French
and the English not simply for control of the codfisheries but for control
of defense posts, and later, a matter of eager concern on the part of the
British government anxious to settle the area with soldiers and United
Empire Loyalists, so as to ensure the unimpeachable loyalty of this bulwark
of British ::.ecurity acros.. the seas, The defense of the.;e province;> together
with that of Newfoundland is a condition of the succesJful defense of
Canada, and their defen.;e along with that of the West Indies is a condition
of the successful defeme of the United State.. , Economically they may be
on the periphery, but strategically they are in the front line.

WAR-TIME EXPANSION IN THE MARITIMES

Even from such a bird's eye summary it i.; not difficult to anticipate.
what sort of effects a great war would be likely to have on the Maritimes,
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One would expect to find great activity in conl'uuction for defense \Verb
and troop accommodation; improvements in tran-iportation, communiQ:
tions and port facilitied; great increases in freights carried; a big develop
ment of the iron and steel industry and industried based on it, and grQt
stimulus to the retail distributive trades. On the other hand one would
not expect much purely industrial expan,;ion, i.e. the development of new
capital equipment in manufacturing industry. These expectations are
borne out by an analysis of the statiJtic3 available, and by detailed on-the
spot examination of the Maritime scene, both of which methods were
pursued throughout this study.

In fact, when war came and invasion threatened, the Maritimes,
as the prime strategic area of Canada, became the site of defence works
and troop concentrations, but the production of weapons and materials
of war was centred in the area where industry already enjoyed every
advantage of scale, efficiency, concentration and skill, namely, the central
provinces of the Dominion.

The stimulus of the war to the economic life of the Maritimes is
perhaps most vividly apparent from the figures for income-the Maritime
regional income (or the total incomes of all persons in the Maritime region)
seen side by side with figures for the national income for Canada a.; a whole.
It will be seen from the table below that the proportionate rise in income
has been 'almost the same for the Maritimes as for Canada as a whole.

NATIONAL INCOME PAYMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS, 1938-1942 (COO Omitttd)

Percentage.
I~

1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 J942 over 1938
All Provinca

P.E.1.. . .... 22,482 24,053 26,925 30,295 34,735
N.S.. ...... lS8,383 165,704 188,917 225,906 270.971 66 %
N.B.. ...... 117,920 119,327 135.335 166.342 J89,574
Canada. .... 4,121,486 4.324,429 4,923,041 5,852,29J 6,861,480 67.5%

This marked economic advance may be further observed in figurea
showing bank debit5 to individual accounts, building.permits, and employ
ment, all of which furnish useful indices of the economic trend. All
show a similar rise, roughly equal to that for Canada as a whole.

If, bowever, we now examine the figures for percentage increasea
in business activity we find a marked difference in the rate of increase as
between the Dominion and the Maritimes, the latter being appreciably
and increasingly slower than the Dominion rate. There is here what
looks like a discrepancy, or at least a striking contrast, the Maritime
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income having increased at a rate equal to that for Canada as a whole,
whilst Maritime business activity increased at a rate falling continuously
and increasingly behind that of the Dominion. The explanation of this is
probably two-fold: the Maritimes as a primary defence area have received
large concentrations of troops with their dependents and income payments
have consequently been increa.sed more than in proportion to local business
and industrial activity; in the second place. wages in the Maritimes were
abnormally low. as compared with those of industrial central Canada,
and war-time wage increase.; have been more than in proportion to increased
employment and business activity.

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN BUSINESS ACTIVITY OVER 1939

1940..... . .
1941 .
1942 .

Canada
(approximately)

19

"85

Maritimes
(approximately)

J8
47.5
6J

WAR CoNTRACTS

The tendency we have noted and which was already marked in
pre-war days, for big accumulation.s of capital to concentrate in central

CHART I. CAPITAL ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY BY PROVINCES
TO END OF 1940.
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canada, bas been greatly aggravated by the war. The charts below show
the coocentration of capital assistance and govenunent spending in central
Canada as compared with the Maritima and the western provinces.
Government investment in big industry has naturally and rightly gone
where big industry was already InOI!It profitably established.

CHART II. M. M. S. CONTR....CTS (Jneluding ....mendmcnu) TO JULY, 19n.

Pu Capin.

$..----------,

60~-_EEIT8_---~

401--...:

201----1

Dominion government war orders to the Maritima, though small
compared with those placed in central Canada, were significant in relation
to Maritime regional income, and represented an important economic
stimulus. They were, however, peculiarly distributed, both with respect
to the industries they went to, and the regions. Over the two year period
1939-1941, (after August of the latter year no further figure! being relea.sed
by the Department of Munitions and Supply), the total spent in the Mari
~ was $56,000,000 (compare with the regional income in 1941 of
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$309,000,000); 51 % cL this or $29.000,000 went for construction. and
one,half cL this again went into defence worn, vi::. the construction of
airfields, roads. accommodation, eartbworb, fortihcations. the great bulk
of which is of temporary use and value only. Of this spending a very high
proportion went in wages to 41bor, and only a small proportion to the
purchase of materiaLs. The stimulU5 to Maritime manufacturing industry
was therefore not nearly so great a3 might at first be supposed. l Further,
since districts suitable as airfields and camps, etc., are few, the spending
wu highly concentrated in a small number of areas. The chart below
reveals thi> concentratioo and indicates that probably only in Halifax,
Saint Jobn and New Glasgow did Dominion government war spending
cL itself constitute an important economic stimulus.

CHART III. DISTRIBlTTION OF TOTAL CONTRACTS IN MARITIMES
BY DISTRICTS TO JULY, 1941'

$
(000,000).-------------------,

Capital AMi.stanee
to Industry

Dept. National Oafenee
• and Civil Aviation[]Ill
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, • " , ".: -, , " • • .ij.!:..c .-z_ .. • ,
E ·"• • • • .- ,

0 z 0' .. < • •

7

5

6

2

3

o

1

9

8

1. 'The multiplief decca of ,pending the wage doIlu would be widely d.ifuK:d,
~use of the numba of manufactured uti<:ka which au imported by o;onsurnas
in the Marititt>ef.
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Significant though the spending of the Department of Munitions
and Supply bas been in the Maritimes u a'stimulus to economic activity,
perhaps the various troop coocentrations, have, through their spending
and that of their dependents, and of all those engaged in cawing to their
needs, proved even more important. For this sort of stimulus, like physical
motion, communicates itself to adjacent economic groups; spending in
one area, starts people in that area spending beyond that area in another
second one, then that again starts up greater economic activity in a third
area, and 50 on until the original stimulus is fdt, though only perhaps
mildly and spasmo:lically, in the remotest parts of the provinces. Thus
Truro has gained by the proximity of Debert Camp, Moncton by the estab
lishment of the R.C.A.F. station, the Sussex area and Fredericton by the
presence of large bodies of soldiers; Saint Jobn by her permanent fortrw
troops and the constant flux of incoming and outgoing troops. Halifax,
as j.. well Imown, has accreted to itself an additional population as large
as or larger than its original peace-time one; stationed troops, men on
leave, men coming in or going by sea, all the va"t numbers ofmen and women
who have been drawn in to cater for the needs of these troops, or merely
as relatives to live near them, have swelled the income of the city, given
an unprecedented fillip to its distributive trades, and-less happy result
-overstrained ito welfare, health, educational and social services generally.
Similarly, the great increase in rail traffic, both freight and passenger, has
acted as a stimulus, particularly in Truro and Moncton.

TRANSPORTATION

Most of us are aware from per.:lOT\al experience and observation that
the war bas strained transportation facilities to the utmost. The great
development of railway activity is both an economic effect of war stimuli
and in itself a secmdary .stimulus to funher economic activity, in precisely
the same way as are the troop concentrations we have already noticed.

Scxne idea of the magnitude of expansion that 00" taken place may be
derived from the revenue figures of the Canadian National Railway,
which System operates all but some sixty-five roiled of all mamlines in the
Maritimes. In 1938 grCl&S revenue for the Atlantic (or Maritime) Region was
$17,910,560; in 1942 it had risen to $48,000,000, and the operating deficit
of $3,500,000 shown in 1938 had bttn converted in 1942 to a surplus of
$lO,502,CXJO. In the latter y~r twelve million ton" of freight and three and
one-half million passengers were handled over this region, and in the
New Gla.sgow Division, taking in the Cape Breton Island railway lines,
the average net tons of freight handled per day per mile of road increased
from 1,334 tons in 1938 to 4,216 in 1942, despite the handicaps of heavy
grades and curvatures.
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Not only was tbii> vast increase achieved, but it was achieved at
,much lower cost than before the war. This was due largely to (~e5igbt

on the part of the railway system, which at the start of the war estimated
what additions and improvements would be nece.;.sary to cope with the
COOling demands on railroad facilities, particularly in the Maritimes.
Some $7,soo.<xx> was expended on capital account on the Atlantic region
alone, which represented extension.!' to pas.:;ing tracks; new terminal
yards and extensioos to others; new erecting shop at Moncton; central
i::ed traffic control; main line coaling plants; new turntables; new engine
terminal facilities at Halifax and extensions to other enginehouse terminals;
new water tanks, etc. I In the ports of Saint John and Halifax 8,000 tons
a day are being handled as against 3,000 tons before tbe war, which affords
an index not only of freight carried to these ports, but of freight being
turned over in tbem.

At thiJ point we may note the very considerable developments
which have been made by these ports, motivated almost entirely by the
war stimulus. Halifax has built a new drydock, and introduced the
"lighter" .,ystem in Bedford Ba.,in to speed up the loading and unlooding
of cargo. In pre-war days ,;he enjoyed the reputation of being the slowest
port in the world to get a ship "turned round", but by tbe decasualita
tion of dock labour, she hao. now to some extent systematized her handling
of cargoes, and speeded it up. Saint John has also built a new dock, and
a new dock for marine repairs. In Pictou, where there were two small
permanent slips belonging to the old Pictou foundry Company, four new
temporary slips have been built large enough to take standard merchant
ships and two more were in pr0ces.5 cL building in 1942.

So far we have cm.;idered Maritime economic expansion generally,
trying to form some estimate of the magnitude and nature of the increase.
We may now attempt to form some estimate of the incidence or dtitribution
of this increase between the various indwtrie... For tbis purpo.;e, car
loading 6gures~ alford ant of the m06t valuable indices. These are given
in tabular form below. It will be ..;ten that the increa.>e in freight loaded
was considerably greater for Canada as a wbole than for the Maritimes.
(Table (a)). Freight loaded did, however, increa..;e by about :n!% in
the Maritimes; at .first the manner of the mcrea.;e was the leve]\in~ OUt of
tonnage over the year, the seasonal low of winter rising continuously
nearer the higher summer level. (Table (b)). Later an absolute increase
for all months is evident. The pre-war seasonal fluctuation in carloadings,
high in 3ummer and low in winter, was, of course, due to the nature of

2. w. U. I\Fpleton, Vice·President. I\tlantic Region, C.N.R., in Induatri:lI
and Tourilt Spec~ Edition of the Pmt·R«ord, Sydney.

3. ~rloading figures represent freight loaded in the Maritima, as diltinguimed
from freight handled, i.e. loaded and unloaded.
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the products loaded in these provinces, which were predominently agricul
tural and forest products. Owing to the war, steel products and general
manufacturing have advanced very greatl}' in relation to agricultural
producti. and having no sea.>ona1 variation, they have had the effect of
levelling off the 3easonal loading figures.

A number of interesting facts emerge from the ligures. The chief
increase for Prince Edward Island has been in animal products; in Nova
Scotia. manufacturing; in New Brunswick, forest products. Por all prov
inces taken together, total manufacturing. A significant shift in production
is revealed by the figures for animal products, when we compare them with
those for agriculture generally: whereas the latter have. made. moderate
gains in Prince Edward Jsland and New Brunswick, and actually a 25%
00 in Nova Scotia', animal products have risen hy 50%. :n% and 55%
respectively, a change which is the more remarkable wbe:n we remember
that animal products did not fonn an important category of railway freight
in the Maritimes before the war. It is, of course, to be explained largely
by the Dominion and provincial governments' policy of encouraging animal
production, especially hogs and beef cattle, and is attributable to govern
mental inspiration as well as market demand.

A further interesting development emerges from the ligures of the
increases being made in steel and forest produces as contrasted with
general manufacturing---expeceation of probable results i3 confirmed by
examination of actual data.

CARLQADINGS
TABLE (;t)

TOb.i freight load«I Percentage increaae

Ca~da Maritimes c.~", Maritimes

1939. ... ..... .. ......... $62,790.592 $ 9,172,000 .. •1942. ... ................. 91,864,71)6 12,433,000 SO "I

TABLE (b)
MARITIMES-MONTHLY AVERAGE

(in tons)

1937.
1938..
'939...,
1941 ..
1942

Summer high

l,iOO,CKXI
82S,CKXI

I,CKXI,CKXI
1,100,000
1,100,000
1,200,000

Winter low

7OO,OCXJ
6lO,OCXJ
S7S,CKXI
"',OCXJ
"',OCXJ

1,100,000

4. Repre5Cnting the decline in apple ,hipmenu.
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TABLE (c)

PERCENTAGE ADVANCE 1942 OVER 1939

Ma.nuhcturin&; .•••..•••..•..•••...•....
FOCQc Produce. .
AIlil:luI Producu. . .
Agricultunl Producu (cou.I) ......••••••..
Mining Produce.......... . .
Sud Produce. .

P. E.!. N.S. N.B.

'" " "'" m

'" " "'" -25 25., 1
139

A CLASSIfICATION 01' INDUSTRY

We see then how in general the war has stimulated the industrie3
in which the Maritimes have special advantages, and the activities such
as construction and shipping which are natural to their .special defence
position. Our study .shows that Dominion War Contract> and all Qther
war demands, alike, have stimulated construction for defence, shipping
and transport services, that steel production and ;steel manufactures and
shipbuilding have increased enormously as have products of wood, and
that in agriculture the special war demands for meat and dairy produce
have won precedence over cereals, apples and root crops. On the other
hand the Maritimes have not participated to any extent in the industrial
revolution to which the Prime Minister referred. Lacking the general
location advantages for mixed manufacturing, such as plentiful power,
managerial experience and a supply of ski.l1ed labour and established large
seale plant, they could scarcely expect and certainly did not receive any
appreciable quantity of the new plant and equipment that have so enor
mously expanded Canada's manufacturing. Likewise their industry has
not been diversified as bas the industry of the central provinces. The
existing Maritime plant, with but few additions and changes, is being
used-more intensively, it i;s true-in extracting and carrying out the
basic productive processes in working up coal, iron and wood products;
but, though these basic processes are now directed toward3 purposes of
war, they are not essentially different from pre-war production. This
contrasts with the variegated development of new proce.sse3 in engineer
ing, chemical, machine tool and motor induitries in the central provinces.

So far we have been viewing the general magnitude of the war impetus
and the relative weight of its impact on the different industries. We
wish now to examine in more detail the specific war-time effects in each
of the chief industries.

As a starting point, and in so complex a matter we have to be rather
arbitrary as to where we start, we may distinguisb two general classes
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or categories of industry, divided according to how they have been affected
by war-time changes in employment. There are in the first class the
industries to which labour has flowed during the four years of war. For
want of a better word we could call this group the "labour accretion"
industries. The other group, to be called by contrast the "labour depletion"
industries, i~ made up of those from which, over the four years of war
labour has flowed away. About thiS cla3Sification it should be noted
that in almost all industries the first effect of the war was to stimulate
production and increase employment, the increase coming from employ_
ment of the previously unemployed and by working fulltime where
previously only parttime work was offered. But as the war went on and
the reserve of unemployment was fully u~ up and enli.,tment:> to the
Armed Forces took more and more young men_funher increases in employ_
ment in some industries could only come from the labour force in other
industries. National Selective Service, with it,; proper regard for key wat
industries, and the way the wage ceiling fixed relative wage,;, both com
hined to draw men from one type of employment regarded as les5 essential
for war to the more essential type of employment. Thu3 we find industries
like steel and shipbuilding that have steadily increased employment over
the four years of war, another group, like pulp and paper and textiles
that increa3td employment until about 1941 and then either lost employ
ment or were unable to make any other increa.>e.s in spite of great need,
and a third group like lumbering, fi;;hing and most agriculture, that lo.it
men all through the period. &th the second and third group we join
together in the labour depletion cia&;, because on balance their problems
both now and after the war will be much the ~me. Now the advantage
of this classification is that it enable;; us when assessing the effects of war
on indwtry, to make certain judgments about the immediate post-war
situation. When we examine the labour accretion group. industry by
industry, we shall ask, what are the chances of thia group maintaining their
present levd of employment after the war? Then when we corne to the
eecond group we can ask, has the war led to changes in the.;e indu;;tries
such that they can absorb more or less employment after the war? When
they had to get along with les,; labour than they needed, did they succeed
in devising schemes to economize on labour so that after the war they will
not need to employ as many men as before per unit of output? To what
extent can these war-time labour-starved industries take up the slack
of employment that will undoubtedly arise when the direct war industries
have to reduce their employment?

The overall increase in employment in the Maritimes is very hard
to measure. The statistical index of employment shows an indU5trial
increase of around 70%, but this does not indude certain indu-itries like
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agriculture and, of course, is exclusive of men in the armed service. Our
estimates, admittedly approximate, run something as follows:

INCREASES IN EMPLOYMENT IN THE MARITIMES, 19l9-194l

Steel and steel fabrication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,500
Shipbuilding, boo.tbuilding and marine repair. . . . . . . . 6,300
Transportation services. .. 5,ftXJ
Distribution, Trade and other services. . . . . . . . ... . . . 16,ftXJ
Armed Services. 8O,ftXJ

Total, Labour Accretion Group.
-Pulp and Paper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-Lumbering. . . . . . .
-Mi%ed Manufacturing .
-Construction .....

115,ftXJ
300

1,800
4,00II
',00II

-Total increase in industries which gained in emplOYlllent in early u;ar years,
and thereafter lost or failed to gain furtber....... 14,000

-Increase frolll 19l9-41 only.
Total Gain in Employment: Industry and Trade. 50,000

Armed Forces. •• . •. . . . . 8O,ftXJ

Total . . .•..... 130,000

Clearly these estimates are on the low ~ide for the total employment
increase is only about three-quarters what it should be according to the
employment index. But an agreement of 75%, considering the difference
in the way the estimates are made, is probably sufficient to justify our use
of the estimates, except the figure of 16,000 for trade and service& which
is a pure gue~s, almost certainly too low.

It is impossible to say exactly where these 150,000 came from. Perhaps
as much as three-quarterd to four-fifths came from people not previously
employed, the industrial unemployed, women and young persons. The
balance, however, must have come from the farms and fishing villages
that have lo.;t population during the war years. This estimate would agree
pretty closely with an independent estimate that as many as 25,000 male
fann workers have left the rural areas. Thus, though all our estimates
are admittedly rough. the general agreement of the independent e&timates
would support their approximate validity. Without making higher claims
for them than this. let us accept them as a working hypothesis and go on
to inquire as to whether the war-time effects on the individual industries
have been such as to increase or decrease employment opportunities
after the war.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT

Now there is a difference to be observed between the new employ
ment in such activities as aircraft assembly or shipbuilding and that in
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trade and services, or the manufacture of civilian goods. The first is
primary, in the sense that it is tbe direct creation of war demand for the
equipment and supply of the Armed Forces of ourselves and our Allies.
But when men are employed in increased numbers in steel-making, they
have more income to spend on various goods and services and so more
people are employed on the secondary la.>el to meet thi~ increased demand.
Thus of the new war employment, the men in munitions, steel, construc·
tion, shipbuilding, etc., as well as the armed forces, constitute the primary
war employment. Also some of the new employment in transport and
other services as well as in the manufacture of soldiers' clothing would
be primary. But mucb of the increased employment in trade and distribu
tion and otber services and some of the increased employment in general
manufacturing would be secondary, depending on the increased demand
from the spending of wage3 of the new employment at the primary stage.
After the war, it is clear, the secondary employment will be maintained
or not depending on what happens on the primary level. If all the returned
soldiers are taken into employment, if all the men from munitions and other
occupations at the primary level either remain there or are absorbed into
alternative occupations, then their spending will remain higb and JO second
ary employment will also· be maintained. But if there is large scale
unemployment, particularly in what is called the construction goods
industries, if returned soldiers and war workers don't find peace-time work,
then there will be additional unemployment on the secondary level. Con.se
quendy in what follows we concentrate our attention on the basic industries
which alford employment to the Maritime people. If they can absorb
the men seeking for jobs wben the war is over, the secondary employment
will take care of itself. If not, tben general unemployment will develop.
We tum then to the consideration of the war's elfects on the major labour
accretion group at the primary stage of war employment, the group of
industries based on coal and iron or the heavy industries.

THE HEAVY INDUSTRJE5:-!RoN, STEEL AND SHIPBUILDING

There has been a tremendous increase in the steel capacity of the
world during the war years and the Maritimes have had an important
share of Canada's part of this expansion. Much of the world expansion
has been in .>teel alloys and armour <iteels. In basic steel, in which the
Nova Scotia industry is most interested, the world expansion has been
less great, So that though the new alloy furnaces and rolling mill at Sydney
may be found unprofitable to operate after the war, the main product
may not be unduly alfected by tbe increase of world capacity.

Tbe expansion in the Maritime industry can be measurro by the
increase in employment and capital as sbown in the following table.
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WAR-TIME EXPANSION OF MARITIME STEEL AND STEEL,USING
INDUSTRY. 1938-1\)42

Establishment
Increase in

Capacity of Plant
Nature of
Increase

Increase in
Employment

Canada Car Aircraft Division, All new plant.
Amherst.

Sydney~basic steel.

Trenton-New Glasgow-Basic Steel
and Eastern Car.
Halifax Shipyards-marine repair,
shipbuilding.

Pictou Foundry Machine-Founda
tion of Canada Ltd. Shipbuilding.

Saint John Drydock Marine repair.
Shipbuilding.

25- 40%

100%

50%

Several hundred
per cent

10% in 1942
more since.

Open hearth and 3500-5400
blast furnaces, roll.
ing mill.
Shellfilling plant, ma- 1300-:1300
chim:ry.
Machine shops, ma- 375-~00

chinery, ships, re-
pair dock.
Six temporary slips, 50-1600
machine shops.

Machine shops, two 300-1300
slipways, small dry,
dock.
Machine shops, As- ,2800
sembly sheds, power
units.

In so far as these are producers of munitions, demand for their product
will probably be negligible after the war. The original product of New
Glasgow and Trenton was, however, railway cars and rails and parts,
and fish plate, and since production of these has been kept at a minimum
during the war, there should be a lively demand for them with the coming
of peace.

Maritime shipbuilding has been one of the most spectacular activities
of the war, but in this case as in that of steel, it must be remembered that
world shipbuilding, and world cargo capacity have expanded enormously.
In the field of merchant shipping, the Maritimes cannot hope to compete
with Britain in the po~t-war years, unless they receive a Federal subsidy.
If-as is talked of in Britain-there is rationaliz.ation of the shipping
industry, either by government or by industry itself through further
trustification, and Great Britain makes a bid to recapture her former position
as the leading ~hipbui1ding country of the world, even a Federal subsidy
would do little to relieve the competitive situation of the Maritimes.
Present indications are that at least some naval shipbuilding will continue
in Canada and that a ~mal1 share of this will go to the Maritimes. The
one or two Maritime shipyards equipped to produce ships of war must,
of course, depend for the maintenance or expansion of their production
after the war on Federal Government policy with regard to the navy,
and the extent to which thi., navy is maintained or built up will in turn
depend on world economic and military policy in the post,war period.
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It is idle to discUS3 the steel industries, however, without lIOlQe

consideration of the coal industry of Nova Scotia, which is baaic to them.
It presents a situation of great complexity with obviOWl and lIerious pr0b
lems. The Cape Breton mines proouceat an average rateof' about 4,000,()()Q
tons a year, and it bas been calculated- that they are capable of a net yield
of about one billion tons of coal on a prolitable basis, which at a rate of
5,000,000 tons a year, would give a probable life to the mines of about
2(X) yean. This calculation depmds however on the $tdtu,s quo being
preserved, a matter of considerab1e: doubt, as can be seen from a review
of present economic conditions in Cape Breton and the mainland mines

Proouction has risen as high as 7,000,000 during the perioo of war
demand, but dropped as low as 3,500,000 tons during the depres.;ion. Of
this pnxluction in a typical peace-time year about 75% goes to the Quebec
market, and 25% to the Maritimes. the bulk of the latter to the C.N.R.
and the steel plant at Sydney. The Quebec quota can only be maintained
in competition with British and American coal by means of a Cederal
subsidy p.lid to the railway.s equal to the difference in coot between the
water haulage Vi4 the St. Lawrence and rail haulage, which amounts to as
much as $2 a ton. This weakness of the industry, is aggravated by the fact
that during this war, as during the last, Cape Breton coal is diverted in
such large quantities from the Quebec market to use by the railways,
steel plan~ and ships of the Maritimes that Quebec has to find a substitute
supply,- and when the war is over, and Cape Breton coal again seelu entry
to the Quebec market, it will no doubt find difficulty in doing so, as in the
previous post-war periexl. A further threat to the industry which was
felt after the last war, that of competition from bydro-electric power, is
not likely to be serious this time, since there has been much improvement
in the generation of electricity Crom steam, and :.imilarly improvements in
furn<tces both foc cemmercial and dome.stic use have rendered the
COOl petition of oil a.; a coal substitute much le~ menacing to the industry.

On top of difficult marketing problems, the MaritllIl.e coal industry
has serious production problems. It is a high'COSt industry, owing mainly
to three causes: drillings are long and deep; mechanisation not adequate;
and labour stoppages too frequent. These factors appear to be intimately
bound up together. Thus, though there are technical difficulties involved
in the distance from the face of the coalseam to the pithead, ventilation
at great depth, the maintenance oC adequate stratacover or "roof' in
submarine workings, and great haulage distance, all these can be met and

,. F. W. and R. Hea.th Gra.y, "Tht Tra.nAccions of tht Mining and Mtullurgica.l
Inuitutt," Vol. 44, 1941, pp. 2890300.

6. In 1942 only 1~ million toN wu ava.ila.blt focuport toQutbtc, afltr fUpp.lyin(
MaritilJlt dema.nd, and only ball could bt ttnt by ship, owing to tbt nectulty d
conlloying in tht St. lawrtl'lCt.
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resolved, as long as the cost remains low enough to make mining profitable.
A.lso mechanical devises could be extended if labour would accept them,
but the Dominion Coal Company assert that the men have opposed them
througb tbeir trade union. Tbis opposition, like that of the frequent
labour stoppages, can only be fully understood when the sad, embittered
history of the Cape Breton mines and miners is read, for wages are not low,
but the highest of aU industrial wages in the Maritimes. Long tbough
the potential life of the mines may be on paper, the industry does in fact
depend on a wasting asset,' with a precarious and fluctuating market;
men must work at great distances from the pithead, under the ground and
under the sea; when times are bad, they are thrown out of work and
little is done to keep them alive and nothing to preserve their morale;
their numbers are increasing, and mining can scarcely sustain them, so that
increased mechanisation would aggravate the tendency to under-employ'
ment or unemployment. Witb varying degrees of clarity the miners see
the future in the instant; sense, perhaps, rather than estimate the slow
but certain decay of their traditional source of livelihood, and the failure
of the company or anyone else to provide any alternative employment for
them; their past history is dark with hostilities between themselves and
management and the general public; their future clouded with fear. With
tbese groups as with many other striking workers, it may be observed
that the "forgotten" men of depression days make themselves bitterly
and often unfairly remembered in days of national crisis by driving a hard
and even "unpatriotic" bargain.

On this industry depends the steel indudtry of Nova Scotia, and the
mammoth concern of DQSCO or Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation.
Por this industry the low cost of its ore is offset by the comparatively
high cost of its coal, and also the industry failed to develop a dependent
and varied engineering industry such as exists in Germany, Great Britain,
the United States and Ontario. This deprives the industry of flexibility;
it:~s primarily dependent on two or three main types of demand, railway
equipment, steel wire and structural steel. The war, as we have seen,
has added a little to its flexibility., giving it rolling mills, additional electric
furnace capacity for light alloy steels. But much of the new war-time
equipment will not be adaptable to post-war needs. Of course one cannot
foresee post-war demand, but with the increase in world capacity it would
¥ optimistic to assume that the Maritime industry would feel mucb
stimulus from European reconstruction. On the other hand, even with a
minimum of protection, the Maritime industry should get a good share
of Canadian reconstruction and the proposals made by the C.N.R. to the

,. This is more emphatically true of the mainland mines, when: ~hnical

difficulties are greattt, and the mines neartt the margin of pr06table production.
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Committee on Reconstruction suggest a big scale programme of railroad
refitting and development. Thus the optimistic view that the steel industry
can continue to operate after the war at something better than its 1939
rate of Operatioo (the best of peace'time years) can be taken if we assurnt:
that government accepts as part of its reconstruction policy a programme
for the railways such as the C.N.R. proposed. Failing the adoption of
such a programme the steel industry will relapse into stagnation.

But even if basic steel is able to any on at a high level of employ_
ment, we must expect the direct munitions production. the aircraft division
and the shipbuilding to decline about to nothing, and in this group we
should have to expect unemployment of about 8.000 persons. The.;e will
be added to returned men from the Armed Services. We have now to
inquire what chances there are of their employment in other industries.

FOResT lNDUSTRll!S

We need not. however. anticipate an employment absorption problem
of as much as 90.000 men, i.e. 80.000 from the Anned Focce.i and nearly
10.000 from primary war industry. Many of the new workers are women
who will marry or for other reasons may not want to remain in employ
ment. Many of the returned men-and there are, unhappily, casualties
to be allowed for-will not seek immediate employment; they will be
going back to the schools and universities they left to go to war. Others
will want to go to other parts of Canada. Some will want to stay in the
Armed Force.; for some years at any rate. especially if Canadian troops are
used in policing centr.l.l Europe. A fair estimate of the number requinng
more or less immediate employment would be 4O.CXX> persons. To what
extent can these be absorbed in the other leading industries of the Mari
times, forest industry. the fisheries. agriculture?

The forest industries, including pulp and paper, sawn lumber. ~hingle

and lath mills and woodworking have been the most important group
of industries in New Brunswick. playing a..& we have seen a determining
role in the province's economic history, and in the Maritimes a,; a whole
they rank just after agriculture and the heavy industry group a3 the most
important occupation. The pulp and paper industry. moreover. is one
that has shown rapid development in the Maritimes and that appear3,
in 3pite of power ,;bortages. to enjoy special advantage.; in these provinces.
There is every reason to believe that if the industry is generally bealthy
the Maritime section of it will be able to enjoy a full share of tbe business.
Thus the crucial question is wbether the pulp and paper industry is apt
to enjoy a healthy fUNre. Prior to the war there were some who thought
that Canadian pulp and paper capacity was overdeveloped, that newsprint
demand was failing to expand and that the industry was not in a healthy
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po5ition. There was reason for such pessimism, but the war hal brought
chinges. On the production side the technical advances of the war period
have developed all sorts of new uses of the product, particularly of wood
cellulose, and some by-product utilisation, still more or less experimental,
has been worked out. This, both by giving more varied useoJ for wood
pulp which increases demand, and by lowering production costs, should
improve the expectation of profitable operation of existing plant. Also
on the production side has been the extensive cutting of European forests
by the Nazis. How great this has been we do not know, but there is reason
to believe that for some years, while the European countries are re-estab
lishing their foresu, the European cut will be 5mall, so that the Baltic cut
will go largely to the European market. On the demand side, is the fact
that the war has cut off England and the United States from European
sources of supply and has established Canadian newsprint very firmly
in these two gre..1t markets. Thus the war has probably put the Canadian
industry in a very strong competitive position which should mean, as long
as we avoid a general industrial depression and colJap;.e, a very healthy
activity in this industry. Because of shortage of forest labour the mills
have had to cut production since 1941 to about 80% of capacity. At
capacity production the mills might absorb an additional 400-500. men
in the Maritime region, and a very much greater force, perhaps 1500 men,
in tbe woods. But the difficulty however, will be to attract men to forestry
at the relatively low wage scale now prevailing. Yet it is doubtful if the
competitive advantage now enjoyed by the Canadian industry could be
maintained if any very great wage increases were paid in the woods. A
possible solution of the difficulty lies in improving forestry methock
High wages cannot be paid in the woods if by reason of inaccessibility of
merchantable stands, other cosu are high. But if the forests were econ
omically used, it is pos.iible high wages could be paid, yet cosu per cord
of pulpwood kept low. At present in Maritime forests there is some
avoidable waste of forest because of poor cutting methods, and no very
serious effort bas been made to cut the forest so as to keep accessible stands
in continuous production. A possible reconstruction scheme in the Mari·
times would be a forest development programme, including forest roads,
insect and nre protection, and the organitation of the cut on a basis of
scientific silviculture. There is very little need in the Maritimes, except
hl':re and there for river or soil conservation, of artificial reforestation.

The lumber industry, itself, once the mainstay of the Maritime
economy, has not had the prosperity it had before the day& of the Panama
Canal. Long in the doldrums it failed to develop after the last Great
War and 5uffered very acutely during the depression. This war, however.
has brought it certain advantages apart from the obvious expansion in
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output, limited only by shortage of woods labour. The demand for wood
cut and processed in a variety of ways for many new uses, has given ~
Maritime industry a much greater variety. It has developed plant and
skills in precise dimensional cutting and woodworbng, in veneers and
plywood, and in processing the wood in a multitude of forms. This might
lead after the war to the development of plywood, furniture and other
wood-using industries in the Maritimes. Moreover the anticipated Domin
ion housing scheme is estimated to require wood and wood products in
such quantity as to provide labour in the Maritime region alone foc an
additional 2,000 men: Once again the limitations are impo;ed by shortage
of trees of suitable types in accessible stands, a shortage caused partly
by insect damage (in the case of veneer woods) and partly by wasteful
cutting methocls. Ifwe assume a policy of reform in silvicultural methods,
and assume, too, the carrying through of the housing project we might
expect increased employment in Maritime lumbering and wood-proce.ssing
industries of 3,000 persons. In addition to this the forest development
and conservation programme should give employment to as many ali 1,000
to 2,000 men, which, with the pulp and paper possibilities, yields a grand
total of possible employment in the Maritime forests and forest.using
industries of from 5.soo to 7,000.

THE FISHERIES

The Maritime fisheries, once the very foundation of the regional
economy, the source of its being, indeed, have gradually sunk in relative
importance, until their value output-about $13,000,000 in 1937-W<lS
by far the ",mallest of the other major Maritime industries. The industry
was a deprused industry at the outbreak of war, with annual money
income derived from catching and prCJCe.3Sing fish in the shore communities
averaging less than $300 per man. Part of the difficulty of the Maritime
industry v.r.:I.:i the low capita1isation. Bigger and better boau are able to
r.mge further, to stand out in all weathers and so maintain a steady catch
and bring it to shore in good condition. The Maritime industry, highly
individualistic, was too much characterised by small and ill·conditioned
boats. It was undercapitalised and overmanned. Moceover too little
processing W33 done in the Maritimes. The value of packed and processed
fisb from the Maritimes W33 only a little more than one·tenth of the value
of the catch, showing that, apart from salt-cured fish, little processing of the
catch was attempted. Of course these facts do not of themselved fully
account foe the depressed condition of the industry. It suffered from a
fall in demand in the export markets foc salt fish and from the general
depression of the 1930'".
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The war ha.. led to a great reduction. perhaps 40%. of the labour
force engaged in fishing. This is partly accounted for by the demand of
the naval and merchant ,;ervice for sailor... but largely by the much higher
wages to be obtained in various war industrie3 than in fishing. This
reduction in labour force was accompanied by .;orne potential, rather than
real, los.; in market for salt fish. for though the Nova Scotia industry did
not .sell largely to Europe, the Newfoundland catch, which did. came to

compete with the NoV<!. Scotia catch in Central and Sooth America. But
the reduction in labour force and other war change.s have not been on
balance a bad thing for the industry. Reduction in manpower bas neces
sitated exten",ion in capital improvements. and a rever~l of the typical
Nova Scotian attitude of re",istance to the introduction of modern fishing
craft. Moreover prohlems of marketing fresh fish and the greater relative
importance of the fresh over the salt fish catch has led to an organisation
of marketing that has cut across the individualistic pre-war methods.
Though prices were rising and access was obtained to high price markets.
it was difficult to bring in the catch, process and ship it. The Dominion
Government has intervened to improve the labour supply. and to ass.ist
in the reequipment of the industry and the marketing of the catch. The
results of these changes should be to give the industry a much better
chance to afford a decent living to fishermen after the war. But it is unlikely
that the industry can absorb any very great quantity of the post,war
labour surplus. Tbe shortage of labour is acute now. but since the trend
towards bigher capitaliJation is now perhap.i established. it is pos.;ible
that after the war the industry will use more capital cather than more
men. If the catch is improved and the demand i.i not too upset by the
reintroduction of French and Norwegian competition, it may be that more
employment will be offered in the shore plants for handling the catch.
Thus, though we may look for an improvement in the fisherman's lot, we
cannot expect this and a big absorption of labour at the same time. War
effects in this industry have been beneficial to welfare, but in a way that
is not compatible with any immediate large scale expansion of employment
after the war.

AGlUCULTUR2

The biggest war-time drift of employment has been from agriculture
to construction and war industry. Can Maritime agriculture absorb
the surplus when it is no longer needed to meet the industrial demands
of war?

During the depression the rural population of the Maritimes increased
for the first time since the: tum of the century. The industrial opportunities
of the big cities no longer attracted the young people from the farms
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Many, even, drifted back. Though the farm income was low, at least
It provided food, fuel and shelter. Thus the farm population inc.re:wed
while, with low demand foe foodstuffs, the cash income decreased. Th~
per capita farm income decreased even more abruptly, and great areas of
Maritime farm country became subsistence farms, yielding food and foclder
for family and livestock, wood for the kitchen stove, and little doe. Most
Maritime farms were, already, of the mixed subsistence farming type,
a few animals, a small tilled area in mixed crops, and a woodlot, the only
cash producing section of the farm. As often as not the farmer was also
a lumberman. a fisherman or a miner. and it was not usual that such divi
sions of his labour resulted in very great success a5 an agriculturalist.
There were exceptions: potato growing in Prince Edward Island and
Carleton and Victoria counties in New Brunswick; horticulture in the
Annapolis and Saint John valleys; dairying around Truro and Sussex:;
all areas of great specialisation and commercial farming. On this agricul
tural economy the war has had two principal effects, (a) the draining off
of the surplus labour and (b) a changeover in the type of crop. The reduc
tion in labour has, with rising prices for foodstuffs, greatly improved the
per capita farm income, given the Maritime farmer for the first time In

a generation a standard of living comparable to that obtained in industrial
occupations of like skill. Labour shortages have also brought about
increased mechanisation. particularly in dairy farming, and more intensive,
more modern and more scientific methods. This means not only better
conditions for the farm population now, but a more promising future after
the war.

The war-time emphasis on dairy and meat products has resulted,
as we saw earlier, in a large expansion of these products, which have been
exp..1nded to some extent at the expense of other produce. Ot the more
specia1i3Cd Maritime crops, fox furs and apples, particularly the latter.
have declined. potatoes have shown only a modernte increase. The
expansion of dairy output has been limited by labour scarcity, and In some
areas the increase in output was sharply restricted on this account. But
hog-rnising, sheep and beef cattle do not make the same demands on human
labour. The increase in herds. the improvement of stock, artificial insemma
tion 'and better methods of feeding and breeding. all in response to war-tIme
demand, have greatly increased the procluctivity, the profitability and the
potentiality of Maritime agriculture. Moreover, not only is the mixed
farm the better for the addition of hogs and sheep for cash income, but the
introduction of stock to the highly specialised apple and potato farms is
regarded hy many experts as a wise step. Beef cattle in particular do not
require a large labour force, and they relieve the farmer of complete
dependence on a single export crop like apples or potatoes. The Maritimes
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are r~garded as good livestock country and there is no problem of marketing
as the domestic market alone is capable of taking nearly 100% increases
In dairy products and certdin meats. War-time Imrpovements in local
slaughtering conditions are an important cootributory refonn in the
de\'e1opment of a domestic meat industry.

Thu.i the war-time developments in Maritime-agriculture have been
bencfici.l1 in the sense that they have brought not only a temporary improve
ment in farm incomes, but have taken the fonn of pennanent improvements
in methods and types of crop. There is, in these changes, the promise
of a more prosperous agriculture in the post-war era. But this promise
will hardly be fulfilled if the fann is regarded as the natural repository
foe all who cannot find work el..ewhere. The very changes that have
brought improvement, have lessened the need for agricultural labour,
for example by increased mechanisation in dairying, and the pos.sibility
of a dttent farm income is reduced if that income has got to be spread over
eight or ten persons instead of four or five. There will be a temptation,
if farming seems more prosperous, to open land settlement colonies and to
try to put returned soldiers on the land. The possibilities of development
in this direction, however, would not appear to be very great. Successful
land settlement requires good land, when once it IS cleared, special qualities
of skill and patience and sustained governmental assistance until the new
land IS steadily productive. There is little undeveloped land of such
promise In the MaTItunes, and there Will be few returned soldiers with the
skills and aptitudes requisite. Some small development of this sort is
possible. but there are probably Rreater possibilities in cooperative forest
community schemes. Naturally some of the farmers' boys now in the
Army and in industry will want to go back to the land, and there may be
settlement schemes on carefully selected land on 3 small scale. Maritime
agriculture can absorb a considerable number of l!uch men. but any attempt
to crowd the fanns with the whole unwanted surplus of industry would
result In the depression to 1935 level of Maritime agriculture and also a
general depression with great unemployment on what we have called the
"secondary level." If, as we suspect, upwards of 25,000 have left Maritime
fanns and rural communities, it is probable that from 5.000 to 10,000 could
be reabsorbed to the profit of agriculture, for a real labour shortage now
exists. But to attempt to octtte many more than that on the L1nd would
not solve the unemployment problem-it would fail to sustain the level
of secondary employment, and it would force down. once again. the level
of fann incomes and welfare below the minimum of dttent life.

Co~STRUCTION

If agriculture and fisbing together could absorb 10,000 men, and the
forest mdustries and forestry 7,000, there would remain, on the basis
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of our estimates about 23,000 requiring immediate post·war employment
if the general level of income and production is to be maintained and further
unemployment on the secondary level prevented. Maritime miscellaneous
manufacturing which we do not propose to examine in this brief aCCOUnt
could not be expected to alford employment opportunities to many. Trans:
poctation we have already allowed for in our estimates of the absorption
capacity of the steel industry serving the railways. There remains con
struction. Now construction activity is regarded by economists as the
key point in keeping up general economic activity. On the one hand
construction stimulates all the supply industries like mining, steel prcxluc_
tion, the cement industry and the forest industries. On the other hand
it is a big employer of labour and so through wage payments it stimulates
demand for consumer goods. Jf, as many believe, Canada adopts a policy
of big scale public investment as insurance against post-war depression,
much of the spending will be on construction, for roads, bridges, schools,
hospitals, universities, houses, civic centres and other works of social
importance. The Maritimes have great need of many of thcse projects,
They need houses and slum clearance, consolidated schools, hospitals.
community centres, roads, They will certainly receive an allotment,
based no doubt partly on population and partly on general need, of what
ever sums are spent. Such work may alford employment to as many as
15,000 men,' both directly in construction and indirectly from the stimulus
of such construction spending-though we should note here we have
already allowed for its indirect effects both in the steel and lumber
industrics.

Thus there would probably remain in the Maritime area a si:eable
surplus of 8,(0) men or thereabouts 3teking immediate employment after
the. war. In spite of the improvements the war-time developments have
brought to Maritime industries, to the heavy industries, to the forest
industries, to fishing and agriculture, improvements which spell an improved
standard of living, thc Maritimes would be unable to absorb in profitable
employment the full post-war surplus. It might be noted that our figure
of 8,000 corresponds pretty well with the number of young people who,
had they not gone into the Army, would normally, in good times, have
migrated (rom the Maritimes. This surplus could, as in the depression
years, stay in the Maritimes, but only, we repeat, at the loss of the improved
living standards now pos..~ible.

Now in Canada as a whole the war has created new industries and
new employment possibilitiea. The public invutment programme will
probably be calculated to stimulate full employment over the country

8. The Ii%': ~ thill ligure ...,,11, 01 couue. ckpmd on ",hn the F«knl p'ern
mmt <kcida to Iprod. ThiI ill problbly the maximum liKUrt:.
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as a whole. Thus there arises the problem of assisted and directed popula
tion transferd. Not only might some of the Maritime surplus require
assistance in moving to areas of greater employment possibilities, but, it
is dear. within the Maritimes themselves certain trandfers will have to
be made. Population transfers are dangerous things if not well handled.
If on any scale they run the risk both of creating problems in the areas
into which the people are moved; they also endanger the continued well
being of the communities from which they come. Given care, imagination
and skilled assistance. they are possible to the benefit of both communities,
that which receives the population and that from which it comes.

CoNCLUSION

The war, we have .>een, has stimulated economic activity in all Canada,
and the Maritimes have shared the general prosperity engendered by war.
The regional income has increased by 60% and this has brought a higher
level of welfare to the people, giving full employment at wages. which,
in general, approach a reasonable standard of subsistence. But the war
time stimulus has been more marked in construction for defense, in trand
port, general services where troops are concentrated. and in iron and steel.
than in general manufacturing or agriculture. and there has been little
development or permanent expansion of Maritime resources and productive
capacity. Yet. though the Maritimed have had little dhare in the sort of
industrial expansion characteristic of Ontario and southw/Cstern Quebec,
the war-time changes are not entirely ephemeral. In fishing, and more
markedly in agriculture. trends towards more highly capitalised and more
efficient production methods have been established, and in agriculture
a sounder crop programme has been encouraged. As long as these industries
escape "labour dumping" after the war they should enjoy some permanent
bene6ts from the war's effects. Steel, too. may not suffer a complete let
down when the war is over, and the forest industries, though like steel
depending on a governmental reconstruction programme, should be capable
of some expansion.

Yet this optimistic view depends on social and economic policy. If
there is failure to make a wise international settlement and no re:Jumption
of international trade, if t~ere is failure in Canada it.elf to carry out sound
employment and investment schemes after the war. the general trade
stagnation would affect the Maritimes cruelly. Thus the future of the
Maritime Provinces is not so much a matter of regional policy and
"provincial rights" as it is part of the national and international problem
of reconstruction. In the field of Dominion-provincial relations the econ
omic effects of the war have been to show the hollowness of daims for
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provincial autonomy. The welfare of Maritime peOple engaged in agri
culture, fishing and manufacturing depends on the prosperity of all Cana
dians. The condition of the pulp and paper industry depends on the
freedom to sell in England and the United States. Steel, coal and forest
prcxlucts will be profitably prcxluced at decent wages in the Maritimes
only if a full employment programme of pu1:?lic investment is carried OUt
by a .Dominion government with full fiscal authority. This implies a
unification of attitude as well as authority in post-war Canada, an
acceptance on the part of the people of the Atlantic provinces of their
place in the national whole, a realisation that their future is now intimately
bound up with that of the Dominion, and a reciprocal realisation on the
part of the people of the centre that no country can afford to allow certain
regions to suffer economic stagnation, poverty and destitution while other
areas are prosperous and comfortable,-for a Federation is no stronger
than its weakest province. Unified strength may require the sacrifice
of some old prejudices and regional loyalties, just as adequate reconstruction
will demand continued economic regulation and high taxes. Yet to secure
a prosperous and happy future for a unified Canada, such sacrifices are
not heavy, and small indeed compared with those that our young men are
making to-day to win for us the freedom and the right to determine such
a future for ourselves.
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